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OUR MANIFESTO

Advertising Council Australia is the peak
body for Australia’s leading agencies in
the advertising industry. Our purpose is
to foster the long-term prosperity of the
industry, making advertising the most valued
professional services industry in Australia.
To advertise is to earn attention through
cultural participation; as means and modes of
connecting with audiences develop, industry
reinvention is constant. Advertising Council
Australia ensures that the will to challenge,
the courage to take risks and our growing
diversity of craft and talent do not erode the
identity of our industry, but define it.
We are committed to advancing the practice,
reputation and influence of the advertising
industry through career development,
leadership, demonstrating the value our
industry contributes to commerce and
society and serving as a tireless champion
of creativity.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF COUNTRY
Advertising Council Australia acknowledges the
Traditional Owners of the land we share, and commits to
leaving the land in a better place. We pay our respect to
Elders past, present and emerging, and acknowledge
their culture of storytelling through art, dance and music.
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NOTE FROM THE CHAIR

Welcome to the 2021 Advertising Council
Australia Member Report. This time last
year, writing my introduction to the 2020
report, it felt like the industry was past
the worst of the pandemic, and we were
heading into a year of relative freedom
and normality. Little did we know there
was more disruption heading our way.

The last 12 months have again been incredibly challenging for both
agencies and marketers experiencing continued business and
economic uncertainty.
As the year comes to an end however it’s evident the ad industry is
emerging from another difficult year with renewed confidence. The
pendulum has certainly swung back to creativity as a true accelerant
for business and economic growth - and the industry is buoyant.
I believe that there has never been a better time to leverage creativity to
help our clients achieve their goals, and we should continue to confidently
showcase our contribution to commerce and society.
Initiatives such as The Growth Agenda are critical to this mission. In
championing the work we do, Advertising Council Australia’s partnership
with The Australian has been incredibly successful in sharing the impact of
creativity with a national business-focused audience across News Corp’s
far-reaching print, digital and social platforms.
Mark Green
Lead, Accenture Interactive ANZ Group
Chief Executive Officer &
Co-Founder, The Monkeys

Given such a stage, it has been fantastic seeing members leverage this
unique partnership - telling your and your clients’ stories to help the
nation’s business community better understand how creativity can be
applied to any business problem.
From provocative advertising campaigns to long-term brand growth and
customer experience, through to e-commerce and technology, it’s clear
that creativity is transforming businesses and changing behaviour at every
level of an organisation.
I believe this initiative and others like it have set the stage for a productive
and exciting 2022.
We should be very optimistic about the next few years, secure in the
knowledge that Advertising Council Australia is doing more than ever to
secure the long-term prosperity of the industry and its members.
We have never been in better shape as an industry body and we look
forward to serving the needs of all our members for many years to come.
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NOTE FROM THE CEO

We have never been in better
shape as an industry body and
we look forward to serving the
needs of all our members for
many years to come.

It is hard to reflect on 2021 without, yet again, COVID being the overarching
theme, although last year’s buzz words ‘unprecedented, pivot and WFH ’
were replaced by ‘anti-vaxx, double jab and Delta variant’. Lockdown sadly
remains at the top of both lists.
Despite our formative pandemic learnings in 2020, 2021 kept us on our
toes as we rescheduled, postponed, live-streamed and cancelled many of
our planned events.
Ever resilient, our members took everything in their stride, but constant
rescheduling does take its toll and everyone is looking forward to a decent
break over summer. It’s time to recharge.
It’s just over a year since we rebranded to Advertising Council Australia
and the organisation has never been in better shape. Our membership
continues to grow, our balance sheet is positive, we are accumulating funds
to apply to important industry initiatives and our strategy to reintroduce
accreditation continues to progress.
Tony Hale
CEO
Advertising Council Australia

We have every reason to be optimistic about 2022. The industry is buoyant,
members have plenty of work and there is renewed focus on the role
creativity can play in generating growth. Our partnership with The
Australian has certainly accelerated that feeling among the broader
advertising, marketing and media communities.
That is not to say the industry doesn’t have issues and the talent shortage
is certainly one we’ll be addressing in 2022 with both short term and long
term strategies.
There have been many highlights this year but The Growth Agenda, Create
Space, having our Reconciliation Action Plan endorsed by Reconciliation
Australia and launching our latest report ‘To ESOV and Beyond’ deserve
special mention. Each played an important role in building towards our
vision ‘To make advertising the most valued professional service in
Australia’.
I would like to thank our chair, Mark Green, and the board for their focus,
ambition and unwavering commitment to the industry. Thanks also to the
entire ACA executive team who meet each challenge as an opportunity
and have been instrumental in the turnaround of the organisation.
As we all cautiously sense the worst of COVID might be behind us and that
2022 will be one of the most exciting in many decades, we also wish our entire
community a safe and relaxing summer break with family and close friends.

ACA
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OUR MEMBERS

FUEL
CO M M U N I C AT I O N S

WORLDWIDE

COMMERCIAL PRODUCERS COUNCIL
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OUR BOARD

Mark Green | Chair
Lead, Accenture Interactive ANZ
Group Chief Executive Officer &
Co-Founder, The Monkeys

Laura Aldington | Deputy Chair
Chief Executive Officer
Host/Havas

Michael Rebelo | Deputy Chair
Chief Executive Officer
Publicis Groupe ANZ

Gavin Bain
Managing Director
Wunderman Thompson WA

Lindsey Evans
Founding Partner &
Chief Executive Officer
Special Group

Tara Ford
Chief Creative Officer
The Monkeys

Justin Graham
Group CEO
M&C Saatchi Australia

Chris Howatson
Founder, Chief Executive Officer
Howatson+Company

Jonathan Isaacs
Chief Financial Officer
Clemenger Group

Fran Clayton
Chief Strategy Officer
DDB Sydney

Lorraine Jokovic
Chief Executive Officer
LOUD

Stephen McArdle
Chief Executive Officer
BMF Australia

RETIRING BOARD MEMBERS

Kimberlee Wells
Chief Executive Officer
TBWA\Melbourne
and Adelaide

ACA

Jens Monsees
Ex CEO & Managing Director
WPP AUNZ

Chris Jeffares
Ex Chief Executive Officer
Cummins & Partners

Paul Bradbury
Chief Executive Officer
ANZ TBWA Group
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2021 in numbers

OUR MEMBERS

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

SALARY SURVEY

175

59

4,333

Member offices

Courses

People surveyed

7,185

1,423

182

Professionals employed

Enrolments

Positions included

340

102

Tutors/lecturers/judges

Agencies participated

39,277
Hours formal
Professional development

ACA
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EVENTS

AWARDS

25

4,619

2

Webinars hosted

Webinar registrants

Award shows

34

2,253

1,337

In-person events

Registrants

Award entries

8

377

355

Compliance sessions

Participants

Judges

17,415

293

Hours informal
Professional Development

Awards presented

ACA
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2021 Highlights

The Growth Agenda

To ESOV and Beyond

Reconciliation Action Plan

The Growth Agenda has been one of
the highlights of 2021 as we continue
to champion the role creativity can
play as a leading driver of economic
and business growth.

On June 1, we streamed the
much-anticipated webinar, ‘To
ESOV and Beyond’ featuring Peter
Field, Rob Brittain and Prof. Karen
Nelson-Field and hosted by ThinkTV
CEO, Kim Portrate and Tony Hale.
We attracted 1,394 registrations
and 673 live viewers.

We were delighted to have
Reconciliation Australia endorse
our very first Reflect RAP in 2021.
We launched our RAP to members
in April. The commitments in our
RAP include:

The partnership between ACA
and The Australian launched in the
June 28 issue. It has been incredibly
successful in bringing the impact
of creativity to a national businessfocused audience across print,
digital and social platforms.
•

Total page views - 259,703
across all content

•

Average print readership 798,000 (Monday - Friday)

•

Social impressions - 584,493
across all digital content

•

Social reach - 216,588 across
all digital content

•

Hours of engagement: 5,029
across all digital content

The Growth Agenda will continue
throughout 2022 for 46 weeks,
starting January 31. Pippa Chambers
will remain as section editor and The
Australian has enhanced its support
for the partnership with events,
podcasts and additional content.

ACA

The first-of-its-kind report examines
the importance of building mental
availability, the relationship between
extra share of voice (ESOV) and key
business metrics, and how advertisers
should be setting their budgets
to grow.
The response and coverage was very
positive, including two articles in The
Growth Agenda plus international
coverage from WARC, Contagious
and LinkedIn’s B2B Institute. Locally,
it became Mi3’s number one
most-read article for 2021, indicating
just how important this research
report is to Australian marketers.
We were also invited to present
our findings to a global audience
as part of the IPA’s EffWorks on
October 14th.
We’re looking forward to building
on this important research in 2022.

2021 MEMBER REPORT

•

Educate our member base

•

Encourage our members to
develop their own RAP

•

Help provide pathways for the
Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Community to get jobs
in the industry

We know that many of our members
are embarking on their own
reconciliation journey and accessing
the member services we provide. We
are very pleased that 149 members
have completed our Cultural
Capability Training with Mundanara
Bayles’ BlackCard.
We are also thrilled that our RAP
artwork was designed by one of
our Indigenous AWARD School
scholarship graduates, Alysha
Menzel, a Torres Strait Island
woman now employed by one of
our members.
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A spirit of resilience and a laser
focus on growth - individually,
and as a community - were themes
of 2021. We raised our collective
gaze and challenged ourselves to
think bigger.

Australians Can Beat
Anything
The ‘Australians Can Beat Anything’
campaign – a collaboration between
Australia’s advertising, media and
consulting industries – hit TV
screens, online sites and social
media on September 27, rallying
Australians to get vaccinated by
demonstrating our proven ability
to overcome the most difficult of
challenges and crises.
‘Australians Can Beat Anything’ was
a collaboration between Advertising
Council Australia and consulting firm
Accenture, created and produced by
The Monkeys, part of Accenture
Interactive, and production company
Rabbit.
The shareholders of the Premium
Content Alliance - Foxtel, News
Corp, Nine, Seven West Media
and Ten - donated media for the
campaign. The total value of the
media was in excess of $1.1m.
A great example of the power of the
industry to affect positive change.

Salary Survey

Create Space

In 2021, ACA conducted our annual
salary survey of participating
member agencies, in partnership
with Paprika, a leader in accounting
software.

In November, ACA launched Create
Space, a foundational program to
inform and accelerate positive and
lasting change in how the Australian
ad industry looks, feels, and behaves
regarding diversity and inclusion.

The survey is recognised as the
largest collection of salary
information for creative agencies
in Australia, providing participating
ACA members with a comprehensive
market view of the industry’s current
pay practice.
The 2021 survey incorporated data
from 102 agencies nationally across
182 positions and 4,333 staff salaries.
In its new and improved interactive
dashboard format, and with salary
data dating back to 2009, ACA
Salary Survey provides users
with a dynamic database and a
comprehensive business planning
tool that enables agencies to forecast
trends, benchmark salaries, and plan
remuneration frameworks more
effectively.

Phase one of the program saw
us mount Australian advertising’s
first-ever industry census - the
Create Space Census - on
Wednesday 1 December, in
partnership with Kantar Insights.
The data is now being analysed and
distilled into a detailed report and
action plan, to be launched in early
2022. The plan will be supported
by industry working groups and
partnerships, and metrics will be
linked to accreditation in 2023.
Create Space is more than a
campaign - it’s a promise to create
space in conversations, create space
in leadership, create space in the
work, and create space in the culture
for diverse people to enter, grow and
belong in our industry.
ACA would like to thank the design
team at CHE Proximity for the joyful
branding.

ACA
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With another year of COVID-induced
chaos behind us, we’re more optimistic
about 2022 running according to plan.
And we do have some pretty big plans
for the next twelve months.

Major initiatives for

ACA

2022
2021 MEMBER REPORT
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PITCH PITCH
PITCH PITCH
PITCH PITCH
PITCH PITCH
PITCH PITCH
PITCH PITCH
PITCH PITCH
PITCH PITCH
PITCH PITCH
Accreditation
This year we established the basis
for our Agency Accreditation
Program as a fundamental
commitment to building the
reputation and professionalism of
the Australian advertising industry.
Our plan is to introduce provisional
agency accreditation in mid-2022,
to formally report to the minimum
standards we set in 2023.
Some key insights from our
member data:
•

A majority (63%) of our members
are ‘small’ in headcount i.e. 1-50
people and gross income i.e. up
to $5m.

•

Agencies are on the whole up to
date with core legal obligations.

•

Standard staff policy (contracts,
handbooks, reviews) adoption is
strong, and a good basis for
accreditation.

•

45% of members have/are
working on a RAP.

•

27% of agencies spend less than
0.5% of their payroll on training.

•

58% of independent agencies
spend less than 1% of payroll
on formal PD.

ACA

Agency Partnership
Principles
For our members, the financial,
operational and emotional impact
of pitching has always been a
challenge. As costs increase and
margins are eroded, the practice
of drawn out, unpaid, speculative
pitches for project work is no longer
sustainable.
As most progressive businesses
commit to ethical supply chains,
there’s an opportunity to reform
agency selection practices to be
fairer, simpler, and better suited to
quantifying the value and relevance
of expertise.
VoxComm, the global association
representing advertising agencies,
is working with the World Federation
of Advertisers (WFA) on this issue,
and has developed a progressive
approach to procurement focused on
Qualification Based Selection (QBS).
In parallel, ACA has drafted its own
set of agency partnership principles
to encourage clients and agencies
to revisit pitching as a default
methodology, and standardise fair
and equitable commercial terms.

The Growth Agenda
The Growth Agenda will be back
bigger and better in 2022. Pippa
Chambers will be back editing the
section for 46 weeks.
In addition to the regular sponsored
content of opinion pieces and case
histories, Pippa will also be looking
for the most important breaking
news in marketing, especially the
stories that will appeal to the C-Suite.
There will also be articles from The
Wall Street Journal and Harvard
Business Review. Popular CMO
interviews will feature along with
some additional enhancements
including:
•

Events in Sydney and Melbourne

•

A new podcast series

•

Additional digital stories
throughout the week.

Members interested in becoming
involved in The Growth Agenda are
encouraged to contact ACA to find
out further information which will
become available early in 2022.

These principles will be refined and
published in 2022.
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MAJOR INITIATIVES FOR 2022

Education, Inspiration
and Festivities

Presented by the Australasian
Writer and Art Directors (AWARD)

This Way Up: AWARD
Creative Festival
In 2021, COVID conditions forced
a last-minute postponement of our
inaugural creative festival This
Way Up.
Conceived as a feast of events to
challenge and inspire delegates, the
festival will push creative boundaries
and celebrate the very best creative
thinking in Australia and around
the world.
AWARD Chair, Cam Blackley, said
“This Way Up will also push the
mantra that creativity is everyone’s
business, that great creative thinking
can solve just about any business
challenge. It’s the perfect opportunity
to take creativity beyond an agency’s
creative department and demonstrate
to all marketers that in a topsy-turvy
world, creative thinking is the only
advantage.”

Value-Based Pricing

Talent Shortage Task Force

As agencies continually strive
to prove the value of investing in
strategic creativity, the issue of
pricing creativity inevitably remains
unsolved.

The industry talent shortage in
Australia is a major issue impacting
member agencies, and their ability
to manage client accounts both
profitably and effectively. To address
the issue a talent task force was
formed including Paul McMillan (The
Monkeys, Melbourne), Sarah Crabbe
(DDB Group), Rob Stone,
(Wunderman Thompson), Nici
Henningsen (Clemenger Group)
and Angela Smith (Affinity).

The concept of value-based pricing
(VBP) has gained mainstream
awareness, but the practice is still
not widely adopted by either
agencies or clients.
Building on our 2020 Workshop
Series with Tim Williams (pictured
above) from Ignition Consulting
Group, ACA is working on a further
program of training and support for
members interested in the adoption
of VBP principles in 2022.

The main festival will now be held on
16-18 August 2022 at the Ovolo in
Woolloomooloo, Sydney. A Melbourne
version has also been scheduled at
Greenfields Albert Park on 2-3
March 2022.

The talent task force met as a group
and agreed that they could apply
their industry skills to analyse and
solve the issue. Angela Smith
(pictured above) is currently heading
a small team of strategic thinkers
including Smiljka Dimitrijevic (303
Mullen Lowe), Shea Warnes (Media
Monks) and Mark Razzell (Clemenger
BBDO) to workshop and identify the
problem and what additional
research is required.
We’ll progress with both tactical
communications and strategic
positioning projects in 2022.

ACA would like to thank design
consultancy M35 for the branding.

ACA
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Diversity & Inclusion
Following the landmark industry
census in December, 2022 will see
us launch the Create Space research
report and industry action plan,
tackling the priority areas of
under-representation and exclusion
based on the census data.
The report will be co-authored by
Kantar Insights and provide powerful
insights to inform the creation of
a long-term, measurable industry
D&I strategy.
In parallel, the D&I Committee will
establish industry working groups
and partnerships to help devise
additional frameworks and actions
to drive progress.
ACA is encouraging all our members
to enrol in our new IPA Diversity and
Inclusion Essentials Certificate - a
ten hour online course designed to
introduce and embed D&I principles
and behaviours.

“I just wanted to say how
fantastic, comprehensive
and easy the survey was
to complete. I am truly
excited to see the results and
wanted to say a MASSIVE
congratulations on rallying
the industry to get behind
something that will truly
make a difference.”

People on
my team
sometimes
reject others
for being
different

- Member feedback

We’d like to see all members appoint
a D&I champion in 2022 to enhance
participation and share resources as
we embark upon this transformative
program to build a stronger, more
receptive, more sustainable industry.

ACA
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MEMBER REPORT

Despite another chaotic year, our
strategy provided great focus and
served as a constant reminder of
our purpose: to ensure the long-term
prosperity of the industry. We
remained focused on delivering
the most impactful projects aligned
with our three strategic pillars:
Champion Creativity, Demonstrate
Value, and People Development.

2021 in
review
ACA

2021 MEMBER REPORT
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2021 IN REVIEW

Champion
Creativity

01
ACA

2021 MEMBER REPORT
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AWARD Awards Live at the Astor Theatre. Faie Davis, Warren Brown and Sarah Barclay were all inducted into AWARD’s Hall of Fame.

AWARD Awards
The AWARD Awards judging was
again held via Zoom with eleven
juries of eight from across Australia,
New Zealand, Asia, Europe and the
USA deliberating virtually over a two
week period to allocate metal.
The 42nd AWARD Awards virtual
show was live-streamed on Friday
21 May with 368 users (users does
not include the number of viewers
as agency groups gathered together
to watch the show).
Melbourne held an in-person event
at the Astor Theatre with 200
industry people in attendance.
The virtual ceremony delivered a
total of 58 Gold pencils across 25
different campaigns, with a further
58 Silver and 117 Bronze pencils
awarded.
CHE Proximity named Agency
Network of the Year
Revolver named Production
Company of the Year
NRMA named Marketing
Team of the Year
Total entries:
Total judges:
Total awards:
Special awards

1,111
139
233
11

AWARD 40th Hall of
Fame and Special Awards
Announcement
On November 4 2021, Sarah Barclay,
Faie Davis and Warren Brown were
all inducted into AWARD’s Hall of
Fame, honoured for their outstanding
contribution to the creative
advertising community.
The 40th retrospective also included
a look back at the best work from the
past four decades via videos curated
by Clemenger BBDO Sydney, FINCH,
DDB Sydney and The Monkeys.
Winners of AWARD’s new Special
Awards were announced by our
Jury President, Pancho Cassis, Global
CCO at DAVID. CHE Proximity Sydney
took out the Individual Agency of the
Year, as well as the Creative or Team
of the Year, which went to Ashley
Wilding & Daniel Davison. The
Emerging Creative or Team of the
Year was awarded to DDB Sydney’s
Sam Raftl and Tom Lawrence.
The Director of the Year award went
to Revolver’s Steve Rogers, with the
Emerging Director of the Year going
to Courtney Brookes from Eight.
A new prize for Emerging Indigenous
Creative Talent was awarded to DDB’s
Nic Molyneux.

AWARD Work
behind the Work
On November 5 2021 we hosted
AWARD’s ‘Work Behind the Work’
as an interactive webinar featuring
three award-winning campaigns.
Some of the very best in our business
shared their stories and insights as
our audience learnt about the
process, inspiration and those
all-important client relationships.
Campaigns presented:
Donation Dollar
Saatchi & Saatchi
Meddle in the New Zealand Election
Special Group New Zealand
Where Babies Come From
CHE Proximity
The event was hosted by Google’s
Dave Bowman and M&C Saatchi’s
Mandie van der Merwe.
A special thanks to Google as our
sponsoring partner.
Total audience:
111
unique logins (doesn’t
include those that watched
in groups) + ongoing
YouTube views

Special Group Australia/New Zealand
won the APG Grand Award for
Tourism NZ ‘Good Morning World’
while Saatchi & Saatchi picked up the
Grand Award for Royal Australian
Mint ‘Donation Dollar’.
Unique Views:
186
(doesn’t include those that watched
in groups)

ACA
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Demonstrate Value

02
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Above: Merrick Watts, our Effies Show MC. Above right: The Monkeys celebrating their wins of The Grand Effie and Effective Agency of the Year

Australian Effie Awards

Effies Award Show

To ESOV and Beyond

Thirteen years on, the Effies remains
one of the most important dates in
our industry’s calendar, with finalists
undergoing rigorous review and
tough judging processes.

The 13th annual Effies was held
on Wednesday 20 October,
broadcasted live and hosted by
Merrick Watts with 288 unique
viewers (does not represent total
viewers as many agencies gathered
as groups to watch the show).

It seems like a lifetime ago since we
first brought Peter Field to Australia
to encourage members and marketers
to take a longer-term view when
building brands and measuring
effectiveness.

A special thanks to ThinkTV who
have been our marquee sponsor for
the past five years.

Effies Judging
Due to COVID, round two Effie
judging was again moved to Zoom.
Ten panels of six judges had lengthy
discussions before nominating
whether entries should be awarded
Gold, Silver or Bronze awards.
The results were then reviewed at
the Executive Review meeting with
all jury leaders, facilitated by Chair
of Judges Colin Wilson-Brown.

The awards delivered five gold,
a further 17 silver and 24 bronze
awards.
The Monkeys was awarded the
Grand Effie for “How reinventing
‘HELP’ added record value to the
NRMA Insurance Brand for NRMA
Insurance”.
The Monkeys was also named
The Effective Agency of the Year.
NRMA Insurance was awarded
The Effective Advertiser Award.
Number of Awards presented:
Number of Judges:
Number of Finalists:
Unique viewers:

49
216
124
288

With Peter’s help, we designed and
built our own effectiveness database
in conjunction with our Effie program.
A similar database enabled the IPA to
publish such seminal works as ‘The
Long and the Short of it’.
We have over 300 case studies in the
database and, in collaboration with
Rob Brittain, ACA has now published
three reports:
•

2019 - Australian Advertising
Effectiveness Rules

•

2020 - Winning and Losing
in a Recession

•

2021 - To ESOV and Beyond

To ESOV and Beyond has easily been
our most important work, striking a
chord with advertising and marketing
people everywhere.
After only a few years of working in
the space, we have developed a global
reputation for adding to the industry’s
collective knowledge of how
marketing works at its very best.

ACA
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After a wholesale transformation caused by
COVID in 2020, a progressive, hybrid approach
to ACA professional development was implemented
in 2021. From the revamp of the AdSchool model to
the refinement of the AWARD School program,
everyone benefited from the overhauls.

AWARD School
Highlights from the 2021
program included:
•

Development and implementation
of the first AWARD School
Content Hub and private
Facebook group/page

•

Stronger alignment with
commercial creativity via the
introduction of a new topic/brief
which included a live “shark tank”
style judging panel

•

Introduction of two pre-recorded
weekly lectures - a theory and a
practical lecture (AND three
in-person lectures in each
market)

•

The Legendary Lesson ‘take two’
- 36 legends (CCO/ECDs) from
around the world dropped into
an AWARD School virtual tute

•

Further builds on “Ask Us
Anything” webinars and
soundbites from industry
legends increased inspiration,
engagement and resources.

•

And last but not least, industry
giants including David Droga
shared some wise words with the
Class of 2021 at Graduation Night
via Facebook Live.

ACA

97% of tutors surveyed said that
AWARD School tutoring helped
them with mentoring and
communications skills.

“AWARD School zapped
my brain out of a coma,
challenged my beliefs of
what a good idea is, and
widened my horizons
by connecting with likeminded people.”
- 2021 student
Applications
Students
Judges
Speakers
Tutors
Super jury
Legends
Agencies

460
208
96
32
97
10
36
37

Clockwise from top left: VIC AWARD
School Graduation. AWARD School’s
National Winner, Matthew Chen. David
Droga addressing the Class of 2021.

A big shout out to Facebook,
our AWARD School partner for
the past few years.
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Clockwise from left: 2021 IPA Business & Agency Leadership Chairs Melinda Geertz and David Brown (front right) alongside delegates.
AdSchool Art of Persuasion workshop. AdSchool’s ACA Essentials Certificate - Intro to Advertising module.

AdSchool
In 2021, the AdSchool programme
harnessed the experience of over
60 industry leaders nationwide to
facilitate and lecture courses.
Lectures were pre-recorded and
uploaded to the newly developed
AdSchool ‘Learn Portal’ creating
national course consistency and
a library of resources, currently
housing over 40 AdSchool lectures.

“It was bloody awesome.
Every tutorial was
exciting, insightful and
the conversation among
everyone was organic and
free-flowing.”

Highlights included ACA’s Chair and
Co Chair Mark Green and Michael
Rebelo having a fireside chat in the
Intro to Advertising module of the
ACA Essentials Certificate; Christina
Aventi, Chief Strategy Officer, BMF,
talking effectiveness in Core Strategic
Planning; Mike Daniels, Founder, The
Behavioural Architects, demystifying
behavioural economics as part of
Advanced Strategic Planning;
Chiquita King, Founder & Managing
Director, Coffee Cocoa Gunpowder,
sharing leadership tips in the
Advanced Account Management
course; Darragh O’Connell, Creative
Director, Experience Design at
R/GA unpacking the role of creativity
in the Experience Strategy and
Design course.

“It was great being able to
watch the lecture ahead
of time when it suited me,
then getting straight into
the discussions in the live
sessions.”

- 2021 Participant

On 2-4 May, chairs Melinda Geertz
and David Brown alongside speakers
and fourteen lucky delegates put
their heart and soul on the line and
delved into redefining success and
leadership from many different
perspectives.
We heard Frances Deng’s
remarkable story of resilience,
perseverance and optimism; Kath
Blackham’s trailblazing approach to
the working week; Aimee Buchanan’s
critical analysis of her own
behaviour; Chris Howatson’s ice
baths; and Martine Jager’s focus
on choice over compromise.

- 2021 Participant

“The speaker list was a well
balanced mix of people.
Speakers were open and
honest about challenges
and lessons. The relaxed
and open nature meant we
could discuss topics as a
group, rather than just be
presented at.”
- 2021 Delegate

Note: The new AdSchool model entails a
weekly pre-recorded lecture and a weekly
mentor session delivered live (zoom or
in-person).

ACA

IPA Business &
Agency Leadership

2021 MEMBER REPORT
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Clockwise from top left: AANA Food & Beverage Code Update members webinar. Cultural Capability Training workshop hosted by
Mundanara Bayles, Managing Director of BlackCard. WA JumpStart Grad Program.

WA JumpStart Grad Program
JumpStart is a 10-week industry
induction program where 20
shortlisted students attend weekly
lectures at WA’s leading agencies
and network with key agency people.
By the end of the program, students
are armed with a thorough
understanding of all agency roles,
and a good idea of where they’d like
to work.
JumpStart is the preferred industry
pathway in WA and has been
successfully running for 8 years.
This year the program ran from 31
August - 25 October and the topics
covered were: Advertising Intro;
Account Management; Strategy;
Creative Process; Finance; CX
Essentials; Digital; Media and
Production.
Thanks to the 2021 participating
agencies: Creative.adm, Wunderman
Thompson, Trilogy, Rare, 303
MullenLowe, Bonfire, Initiative
and Gatecrasher.

“The best opportunity to
propel my career in the
advertising industry by far.
Provided unprecedented
industry knowledge and
connections.”

Codes & Compliance
Workshops
Our complimentary Codes and
Compliance Workshops are an
important component of ACA’s
professional development program
and a critical ingredient in
maintaining the highest ethical
standards for the industry.
In addition to our standard
workshops, we also hosted two
special members-only webinars
dedicated to the new AANA Code
of Ethics, and a session on the
updated Food and Beverage code
that came into effect on November 1.
We encourage members to book a
workshop for staff in 2022 as it will
form part of member accreditation
in 2023.

“Thanks again for yesterday’s
presentation, it really
helped to bring our teams up
to speed. The team loved the
examples shared, gave great
context.”

Cultural Capability Training
As part of our Reconciliation Action
Plan, we were pleased to curate
and coordinate a series of cultural
capability training sessions in 2021,
in partnership with BlackCard.
Sessions were delivered virtually and
offered attendees an illuminating
and sometimes confronting insight
into the history, abuse and ongoing
struggle for Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander peoples in Australia.
Workshop attendees were also
invited to attend a special yarning
circle afterwards, as a way of
opening up the conversation further.

“Such an emotional program.
I’ve come away inspired and
ready to be a change agent
for our First Nations People.
Thank you.”
- Cultural Capability
Workshop participant

- 2021 Participant

-2021 participant
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2021 Calendar
Highlights

January

April

AANA Code of Ethics Update
Online, 21 January

Codes and Compliance Workshop
Sydney, 13 April

February

Effies Jumpstart Programme
Online, 14 April

AWARD School
- Midway Folio Night
Adelaide / Melbourne / Brisbane, 17 May

AWARD School Indigenous
Application Workshop
Online, 3 February

Youngbloods WIP Drinks
Melbourne, 15 April

AWARD School - Mid-Way Event NSW
Sydney, 18 May

APG WA Breakfast
Perth, 16 April

WA Member Meeting
Online, 20 May

March

BlackCard Virtual 90 min
Cultural Capability Training
Online, 16 April

AWARD School Tutor Briefing Night
Perth, 20 May

AdSchool Advanced
Account Management
Perth, Sydney, Online, 11 March

AdSchool Advanced
Strategic Planning
Sydney, 22 April

Youngbloods NSW presents
WIP Drinks - Murder on the
dance floor edition
Sydney, 20 May

AdSchool Core Strategic Planning
Melbourne, Sydney Online, 18 March

AWARD School Ask Us Anything
Online, 26 April

AWARD Awards Live at The Astor
Melbourne, 21 May

Youngbloods WA presents
Bullshit Battle of the Ad Bands
Perth, 19 March

Codes and Compliance Workshop
Sydney, 27 April

2021 AWARD Awards Virtual Show
Online, 21 May

AWARD School commences
National, 23 March

Reconciliation Action Plan
(RAP) Launch
Online, 28 April

Youngbloods WA presents
Mentor Morning
Perth, 27 May

BlackCard Virtual 90 min
Cultural Capability Training
Online, 30 April

AdSchool Art of Persuasion
bespoke workshop
Perth, 28 May

May

June

IPA Residential - Business
& Agency Leadership
Melbourne, 2 May

The Growth Agenda launches
in The Australian
National, 28 June

Youngbloods QLD presents
A Fair Think’um Trivia Night
Brisbane, 6 May

The Growth Agenda Briefing Session
Online, 30 June

AWARD School Info Night
National, 10 February

AWARD School Tutor Briefing Night
Perth / Adelaide, 23 March
AWARD School Tutor Briefing Night
Online, 24 March
Codes and Compliance Workshop
Online, 25 March
AWARD School Tutor
& Lecturer Drinks
Melbourne, 25 March
AWARD School Tutor Drinks
Sydney, 25 March
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Youngbloods Lessons in
Hindsight podcast launch
Online, 13 May
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July
To ESOV and Beyond Report Launch
Online, 1 July
Youngbloods WA presents Quiz Night
Perth, 15 July
AdSchool Advanced
Account Management
Online / Melbourne, 15 July
AdSchool JumpStart WA Graduate
Program Information Webinar
Online, 19 July
AdSchool Core Strategic Planning
Perth / Sydney, 22 July
AdSchool Experience
Strategy & Design
Sydney, 22 July
BlackCard Virtual 90 min
Cultural Capability Training
Online, 27 July
AdSchool Core Strategic Planning
Online, 28 July

August

AWARD School Folio Night
Online, 8 September
ACA presents
“Breaking into Advertising”
North Metro TAFE presentation
Perth, 9 September
Codes and Compliance Workshop
Perth, 9 September
AdSchool Advanced
Account Management
Online, 9 September
ACA presents
“Breaking into Advertising”
Deakin University presentation
Online, 14 September
AdSchool Experience
Strategy & Design
Online, 16 September
AdSchool Advanced
Strategic Planning
Perth, 23 September
AWARD School Virtual
Application Workshop
Online, 28 September

ACA and BlackCard present Virtual
3 hr Cultural Capability Training
Online, 18 October
Effie Awards
Online, 20 October
AdSchool Art of Persuasion
bespoke workshop
Perth, 22 October
AdSchool Copywriting
Perth, 26 October
AdSchool Art of Persuasion
bespoke workshop
Online, 27 October
Youngbloods WA presents
Get a Taste of Rare
Perth, 28 October

November
ACA and BlackCard present Virtual
3 hr Cultural Capability Training
Online, 4 November
AWARD 40th: Hall of Fame
Inductions and Special Awards
Online, 4 November

AWARD School Graduation
Perth / Melbourne, 4 August

AdSchool Advanced
Strategic Planning
Online, 29 September

AWARD 40th After Party
Sydney, 4 November

Youngbloods & AWARD School
After Party
Perth / Melbourne, 4 August

AANA Food & Beverage
Advertising Code Update
Online, 30 September

AWARD presents The Work Behind
The Work. Sponsored by Google
Online, 5 November

AWARD School Graduation &
National Announcement
Online, 10 August

AdSchool Advanced
Strategic Planning
Melbourne, 30 September

ACA and BlackCard present Virtual
3 hr Cultural Capability Training
Online, 17 November

AWARD School Graduation
Adelaide, 11 August

October

Codes and Compliance Workshop
Online, 17 November

JumpStart WA Graduate Program Applicant Speed Dating
Perth, 18 August

BlackCard Virtual 90 min
Cultural Capability Training
Online, 6 October

Youngbloods QLD presents
Under the Surface
Brisbane, 24 November

Codes and Compliance Workshop
Online, 26 August

ACA presents
“Breaking into Advertising”
University of Western Australia
presentation
Online, 11 October

AdSchool Experience
Strategy & Design
Perth / Melbourne, 26 August

September
AWARD School Graduation
Brisbane, 1 September
BlackCard Virtual 90 min
Cultural Capability Training
Online, 6 September

ACA

ACA presents
“Breaking into Advertising”
RMIT University presentation
Online, 11 October
Youngbloods WA Sports Carnival
Perth, 14 October
AdSchool Advanced
Strategic Planning
Online, 14 October

December
Create Space
Industry D&I census launch
National, 1 December
WAMA, ACA and PADC present:
“Amongst the Stars” Industry
Showcase and Sundowner
Perth, 2 December
Youngbloods presents
Cadbury Hard Sell Competition
National, 7 December
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Industry Committees

AWARD

CSO SteerCo

Diversity & Inclusion

For the second year, COVID tried to
block all our plans to host a creative
conference, induct people into the
AWARD Hall of Fame and run any
kind of scheduled in-person event.
But the AWARD committee are
prepared for any challenge and once
again, found a way to make 2021 one
of the best years on record.

In 2021, we rewired the APG
Committee under a new banner
and purview - the CSO SteerCo.

The newly formed D&I Committee
launched with a mandate to build,
nurture and sustain a diverse and
inclusive sector where differences
drive positive outcomes for our
clients, businesses and people.

Perhaps finally we will be able to
get together under the This Way Up
banner in 2022 and truly celebrate
the very best of creativity and
creative thinking.
Ably led by Cam Blackley, this is
a committee that always delivers.
Congrats to all.
Chair
Cam Blackley
CCO at M&C Saatchi Australia

This group of senior strategic leaders
will provide direction and insight into
two streams of activity: Talent and
Community, and Value and
Effectiveness. This incorporates
signature activities like the Effies
and Work Behind The Work, as well
as revamped AWARD categories for
Creative Strategy and a new program
of thought-provoking events in 2022
under the banner of The Impact
Series.
ACA thanks outgoing APG Chairs
Kate Smither and Ben Hourahine for
their time, passion and commitment.
Chair
Fran Clayton
CSO at DDB Sydney

With a mission to establish an
industry-wide action plan, the D&I
Committee commissioned Kantar
Insights to mount the first ever
industry D&I census on December 1.
Attracting over 2500 responses, the
census will inform a detailed report
and action plan tackling the most
significant areas of inequality and
under-representation with tangible
steps, and ongoing measurement.
Chair
Lorraine Jokovic
CEO at Loud Communications

AWARD School National Heads
Mandie van der Merwe
ECD at M&C Saatchi Australia
Jack Nunn
CD at DDB Group Australia

ACA
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Reconciliation Action Plan
(RAP) Committee
This year saw the endorsement
of the industry’s very first
Reconciliation Action Plan. Many
members have now started their own
journey, leveraging the resources
ACA has developed for their benefit.
Cultural Capability Training with
Mundanara Bayles and BlackCard
has been very popular. Next year we
plan further programs designed to
develop pathways into the industry,
including GrAdYarns targeting
university graduates across a variety
of disciplines.
The committee has done a great job,
despite COVID restricting some of
the face to face activities, but we look
forward to an even more exciting
2022.
And a big thank you to Peter Kirk
and Brad Cooke for helping us get
this important project off the ground.

National Chair
Laura Aldlington
CEO at Host/Havas

ACA
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INDUSTRY COMMITTEES

Branded as “the mates that help
you make it”, Youngbloods is active
in four states with over forty
committee members and a reach
of over 12,000 young professionals
and students working across
disciplines including creative,
account management, production,
strategy and design.

•

The Youngbloods mission is to
empower the next generation of
advertising professionals with the
knowledge and confidence needed
to be the change they want to see in
the industry.
Working under three pillars of
educate, connect and entertain,
the community is open to everyone
working in the industry aged
under 30.

•

While 2021 wiped out many of the
planned social activities for the
Youngbloods, the events and
initiatives continued, albeit in
different mediums.
National Co-Chairs
Charlotte Goodsir
Strategist at The Monkeys
Sydney
Matthew Bladin
Art Director at Special Group
Melbourne

•

Lessons in Hindsight Podcast
Finding new ways to connect
with the community,
Youngbloods launched a
seven-part interview podcast
series with industry leaders aka
the “big dogs” talking about
what they learned as “little
dogs.” Series one saw guests
Chris Howatson, Barbara
Humphries, Lilian Sor, Esther
Clerehan, David Joubert and
Brendan Willenberg open up
to Youngbloods state reps.
The show was downloaded over
350 times. Series two is in the
works to launch in March 2022.
The Trenches Partnership
Since its launch in 2019, The
Trenches mentoring program
continues to fill a much-needed
gap in the market. In partnership
with Youngbloods, young people
in the industry are matched
monthly with senior industry
leaders in a safe, supportive
setting. With physical borders
remaining closed, the program
shifted to a virtual format,
enabling expansion into
Queensland and WA.
WA Sports Carnival
Held on October 14, the event
attracted 80 competitors from
across the industry, battling it
out for the coveted title of YB
Sports Carni champions 2021.

•

The Hard Sell
A new initiative for 2021, in
partnership with Mondelez,
Youngbloods were given a brief
to sell Valentines chocolates to
single people. The project gave
aspiring creatives from all over
the country a rare chance to
work on one of the world’s
biggest brands. Entries were
judged by Tara Ford (The
Monkeys), Matt Chandler (DDB),
David Ponce de Leon (Ogilvy)
and Amy Weston (CHE
Proximity).

•

Gruen Transfer
Youngbloods were invited back
again for the fourth time to
deliver a pitch on ABC’s Gruen
Transfer. This year saw teams
from NSW and VIC go head to
head tackling the pitch brief:
Convince young people to have
more/stop having children.
The episode aired on December
8, with host Wil Anderson
overruling the panel to declare
a tie.

“Every year for The Pitch
on Gruen we invite the
Youngbloods to compete.
Tonight might be the best
two pitches we’ve ever got
from them (and two of the
best pitches of the entire
season).”
- Wil Anderson

ACA
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Top row: Youngbloods Bulls*#t Battle Of The Ad Bands hosted
Perth’s most amateur bands from ad and media agencies battling
it out for ultimate rock glory. Middle row: WA Sports Carnival
competitors. Bottom row: Wil Anderson on ABC’s Gruen Transfer
with Youngbloods NSW team Hannah Lawson and Lizzie Wood
above, and VIC team Shaun McFarlane and Jessie Roper below.

ACA
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INDUSTRY COMMITTEES

Commercial
Producers Council

Following a record year of membership growth in 2020, the CPC’s sharp
trajectory has continued with a further ten members joining or rejoining
this year, a +42% YOY. We welcomed Collider, Plaza Films, The Company
Digital, Future Deluxe, Palomino, Flint, Electric Lime Films, Truce Films,
Ian Kenny Films and Brenton Matulick, resulting in a three-fold increase
in CPC membership since the onset of the pandemic in March 2020.
Chairs
Pip Smart
EP at Revolver
Martin Box
Head of Production
at Airbag

During the same period, CPC
members have delivered 900+ safe
shoots nationally, involving many
thousands of attendees, all without
a single incident of COVID
transmission.
After 4+ years as Co-Chair, Lucas
Jenner stepped down in April, with
Airbag’s Martin Box announced as
new Co-Chair, partnering Revolver’s
Pip Smart. The CPC once again
thanks Lucas for his commitment,
tireless efforts and support for our
industry over the years.
In May, the CPC released its new
COVID addendum, incorporating
increasingly common shoot
postponement and recommencement
scenarios.
During the second half of the year,
as the pandemic escalated in NSW,
the CPC also issued a series of
updates in consultation with Screen
NSW, for CPC members and 180
advertising agency EPs and Heads
of TV nationally, including specific
advice for post-production protocols.
As the pandemic also spiked again
in Victoria, the CPC wrote to the
Victorian Ministers for Creative
Services and Health Minister to
formally request reinstatement of
commercial television production
within its broader definition of screen
production, therefore affording the
industry ‘Authorised Workers’ status
once again.

In September, the CPC hosted a
webinar in consultation with Green
the Bid to develop a sustainability
framework for shoots that would
be applied by our members and
potentially adopted industry-wide.
30+ members attended the session
and have since actively championed
these practices across their
productions, with very strong and
positive uptake by all parties
concerned.
In October the CPC released advice
on specific COVID vaccination
protocols and will continue to update
these as required in accordance with
State and Federal Government
mandates.
The CPC sincerely thanks its
members for upholding the highest
standards in safe, secure and
increasingly sustainable working
environments during another
extremely challenging year for
our industry.

Industry Partners

ThinkTV has been ACA’s major supporting partner for the Effie program
for the past five years and has renewed its agreement for a further five years.
It has been a wonderful partnership which has enabled ACA to build
its own Effectiveness Database and publish quality reports such as ‘To
ESOV and Beyond’ which was also a highlight of IPA’s EffWorks Global
program in October this year.
We look forward to an even more exciting partnership in 2022 when we plan
to revert to a gala dinner format and enhance our activity within the strategic
planning community.

Facebook was again our marquee supporting partner for AWARD School
for the fourth consecutive year. The organisation has been an exceptional
support in helping us to navigate the challenges posed by COVID, specifically
technical support for AWARD School graduation and national broadcasts on
Facebook Live.
A hybrid model is here to stay and the industry has started to appreciate the
time and energy Facebook contributes to developing the next generation of
creative leaders.

Google has been a wonderful support to our AWARD Awards program.
For the second year in a row, we were unable to host a live awards
program but Google was quick to assist wherever possible and once again
volunteered Dave Bowman to host AWARD Work Behind the Work that was
live-streamed during AWARD week.
Next year we hope to enhance our partnership as we return to normal
operations post COVID.

ACA
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Tony Hale
Chief Executive Officer

Wayne McPhee
Company Secretary

Hannah Sturrock
Head of Engagement

Jo Libline
Events & Sponsorship
Director

Simone Goldstein
Professional
Development Manager

Sara Lisboa
Membership & Systems
Manager

Jean Probert
Events Manager

Melissa Vella
State Manager (WA)

Amy Lee
State Manager (VIC)

Lucy Rogers
Membership & Events
Coordinator (VIC)

Rachael Hoy
Media & Content
Manager

Camila Carmody
Head of Design

Lucia Elliott
Consultant

Peter Kirk
Indigenous Consultant

Prue Tehan
General Manager

Rebecca White
Project Manager

Simon Lloyd
Media & Content
Manager

WITH THANKS TO

Anna Crisp
Digital Designer
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Caitlin Szanto
Event & Project
Manager
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2022 National
Planning Calendar
Courses

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
AdSchool
ACA Essentials Certificate

8 Modules

Jumpstart WA

10 Weeks

Core Strategic Planning

8 Weeks

Advanced Strategic Planning

8 Weeks

Advanced Account Management

8 Weeks

Experience Strategy & Design

6 Weeks

Copywriting

7 Weeks

Bespoke Training*

1 Day

IPA Residential
Business & Agency Leadership

3 Days

Strategic Planning

3 Days

IPA Online
Foundation Certificate

30 Hours

Exam

Digital Performance Certificate

10 Hours

Exam

Exam

Commercial Certificate

8 Hours

Exam anytime

Diversity & Inclusion Essentials Certificate

10 Hours

Exam anytime

Effectiveness Essentials Certificate

10 Hours

Exam anytime

Advanced Certificate in Effectiveness

35 Hours

Exam

Exam

Exam

Advanced Cert. in Communications Planning

45 Hours

Exam

Exam
Exam

Exam

Exam

AWARD
AWARD School Virtual Application Workshop

2 Hours

AWARD School

12 Weeks

AWARD Craft

2 x ½ Days

AWARD Creative Leadership

3 Days

AWARDS & EVENTS
AWARD Awards
This Way Up Creative Festival
Effie Awards
Effies Work Behind The Work

*AdSchool In-house/Bespoke Training (Art of Persuasion/Strategy Boot Camp etc.) available at any time.
Contact us to discuss bespoke courses.
Courses and timings may vary by state. For more information on schedule, locations and to book visit advertisingcouncil.org.au.
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CONTACT

Sydney Office
Level 2
137 Pyrmont Street
Pyrmont NSW 2009
Melbourne Office
Level 9
650 Chapel Street
South Yarra VIC 3141
hello@adcouncil.org.au

Perth Office
Level 1
140 Hay Street
Subiaco WA 6008

